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N
Neuronetrix Study Bridges Gap Betw
ween Interesting R
Research a
and Practtical
ns for Imp
C
Clinical Applicatio
A
portant Cognitive
C
Biomarke
er
L
Louisville, KY
Y —Neurone
etrix will be re
eporting at AAIC
A
2014
tthat neuro-ele
ectrophysiolo
ogical measu
ures recorded
d using the
ccompany’s COGNISION
N™ System
m can be used to
d
differentiate patients with mild Alzh
heimer’s dise
ease from
h
healthy con
ntrols.
Prrevious scie
entific stud
dies have
d
demonstrated
d the discriminatory powe
er of these measures
m
in
h
highly controlled research
h environmen
nts. Neuronetrix’s study
d
demonstrated
d that these measures ca
an be reliably
y recorded
a
and analyzed
d in real world
d clinical setttings.
T
The study in
ncluded overr 200 subjec
cts from sev
ven clinical
ssites across the US. All tests were administere
ed by none
expert clinica
al staff and th
he data was automatically
y analyzed
b
by the COG
GNISION™ System.
S
The results include an
e
exhaustive analysis
a
of the comple
ex electroph
hysiological
ffeatures and show their statistical
s
corrrelation to Alzheimer’s
A
d
disease.
In addition to
o their clinical utility, these
e biomarkers
s are particullarly importan
nt in pharma
aceutical devvelopment
o
of pro-cognitive therapeuttics by provid
ding sensitive
e measures o
of drug effectts.
““This study has
h confirme
ed COGNISIO
ON™ System
m’s ability to
o bridge the gap between
n interesting scientific
ffindings and practical clinical applications,” said Marco Cecchi, PhD, Neuro
onetrix’s Dire
ector of Rese
earch and
C
Clinical Affairs. “Clinicia
ans and pha
armaceutical companies now have access to re
eliable biomarkers of
A
Alzheimer’s disease
d
in rea
al world clinic
cal settings.”
S
Study results
s will be pres
sented at Alz
zheimer’s Ass
sociation Inte
ernational Co
onference (A
AAIC) in Copenhagen,
D
Denmark from
m July 12-17
7, 2014, durin
ng a scientific
c oral session
n and at an IS
STAART eve
ent.
A
About COGN
NISION™
T
The COGNIS
SION™ Sys
stem is a prroprietary ne
euro-electrop
physiological device whicch provides objective
a
assessments
s of cognitive
e function. COGNISION™
C
™ implementts powerful a
and validated
d scientific m
methods in
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a practical, cost effective, and easy to use design.
About Neuronetrix
Neuronetrix, developer of the COGNISION™ System, is a leading neurotech company focused on providing
physicians and scientists with accurate and meaningful information about brain processing. This information
is critical in the understanding of complex brain function, diagnosis of cognitive disorders, and evaluating the
effects of pro-cognitive therapies.
Information about Neuronetrix is available at http://www.neuronetrix.com or by contacting Daniel Lawson at
dlawson@neuronetrix.com, or (502) 561-9040, x7003.
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